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El taller debe ser presentado en hojas de block, a mano y con traducción de
cada uno de los ejercicios.

1. CHANGE INTO ACTIVE VOICE NEXT SENTENCES


Tutankamon’s tomb was discovered by Howard Carter



All the money was spent in the market by us.



My house was lent to Paul in the weekend by me.



Some subjects were being found boring by children.



The sensation could not be felt by my parents.



Modern hats were bought by the smart woman.



A box of chocolates had been bought for my birthday by Mary.



A big surprise has been promised to me by Sally.



The information is shared by Brighton and Pam.



A parked car was accidentally damaged by me



A new pair of sunglasses is given to me by Michael and Margaret.



The fence is going to be fixed by William.



A new apartment has been rented in Paris by my parents-in-law.



The truth has been told to your mother by me.

2. ESCOGE EL CONECTOR CORRECTO


1. I bought the CD you recommended, however/in spite of I didn’t like it.HOWEVER



2. Although/In spite of we told her the truth, she didn’t believe us. ALTHOUGH



3. Although/ In spite of their poor game, they won the match.IN SPITE OF



4. The winner managed to overcome his rival in spite/although he was stronger.
ALTHOUGH



5. Most people keep using cars although/however they cause much pollution.
ALTHOUGH



6. However/Despite feeling cold, they didn’t turn on the heater. DESPITE



7. Bill had a terrible headache; although/however he kept working. HOWEVER



8. Despite/although having all the necessary books, he doesn’t use them to study.
DESPITE

3. USA EL CONECTOR APROPIADO: although, however, in spite of/despite,
nevertheless


1. ………… she works a lot, she doesn’t deserve a raise. ALTHOUGH



2. …………. not being prepared for the test, she had to do it. IN SPITE OF /
DESPITE



3. She was ill; she had to go to school. ALTHOUGH she was...



4. Everybody knows he is a liar, he was not dismissed. HOWEVER



5. …………… it was sunny; there was nobody at the beach. ALTHOUGH
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6. Thomas will do the job ……………….. he is on holiday. ALTHOUGH



7. ……………. arriving later he finished work earlier than the others. IN SPITE OF /
DESPITE



8. The new waitress seems honest and diligent, ………………….. the boss doesn’t
like her. HOWEVER / NEVERTHELESS

4. Lee el texto y realiza 5 preguntas tipo icfes con opciones y respuesta
The stolen Ferrari
Two football fans were arrested last night near the stadium. The suspects were taken to the
police station for further investigation. They allegedly stole a brand Ferrari.
The owner of the car told the police that the thieves were wearing a football team jersey. After
the suspects were caught, the owner of the car was called to identify the thieves.
However, the owner of the car said that he had made a huge mistake because the car hadn’t
been stolen; the car had been taken by his wife to go to a concert because her car was
broken.
An apology was offered to the two football fans; besides, the owner of the car offered to give
them 5000 dollars to compensate his mistake. The money was not accepted. The two football
fans will be released tomorrow morning.
1. Who were arrested?
¿Quiénes fueron arrestados?
o

The owner of a Ferrari

o

Two football players

o

Two people who were near the stadium
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